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Abstract

This review paper summarises results of ion optics development work
conducted on the Melbourne Proton Microprobe (1) and the associated Pelletron
accelerator. The properties of a field ionization ion source have been
investigated with the aim of replacing the existing R.F. ion souce in the
accelerator in order to obtain a brighter beam for the microprobe. The
electrostatic emitter lens in the terminal of the accelerator has also been
investigated with the aim of improving the focus of the accelerated beam.
Finally, the aberrations of the probe forming lens system have been studied and
it is shown how some of these may be corrected with an octupole lens.

1. Introduction

The existing Melbourne microprobe consists of four magnetic quadrupole
lenses arranged in a configuration known as a Russian antisymmetric quadruplet.
The beam is provided by the Melbourne University, School of Physics Pelletron
accelerator. The lay-out of the complete system is shown in figure 1. For PIXE
work with the existing configuration the best resolution obtainable is 0.5 vm.
However this can only be obtained by closing down all the diaphragms in the
microprobe beam line with the result that the beam current on target is limited
to approximately 10 pA. This would result in unacceptably long scan times to
collect sufficient induced x-rays to build up an elemental distribution map of
the target. A resolution of 1 urn results when the diaphragms are opened to
increase the current to 100 pA to reduce scan times to a practical level.

The general aim of the beam optics development work has been to improve
the resolution of the microprobe or to increase the beam current on target
without significantly degrading the resolution. The resolution depends on the
size of the focused beam spot on the target and the beam current for a given
resolution depends on the brightness of the ion source. Within the accelerator
the components that have been the subject of most study have been the ion
source and the emitter lens that conveys the beam from the ion source to the
acceleration sections. On the microprobe beam line itself, the quadrupole probe
forming lens system has been studied with the aim of correcting the spherical
aberration with magnetic octupole corrector lenses.
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Fig. 1: A schematic diagram of the Pelletron
accelerator and micro-probe (MP) beam line.
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Fig. 2: A schematic diagram of
the field ionization ion source.
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2. The Ion Source

The present ion source in the Pelletron accelerator is a modified Ortec
R.F. ion source. The properties of this source have been investigated on a test
bench. As expected from experience in operation of the Pelletron accelerator,
the stability of the current output for this source was very sensitive to the
source operation parameters. The microprobe requires a stable ion source that
has a very small energy spread of the emitted beam. The energy spread of the
R.F. ion source is approximately 70 eV (2). This is undesirably large because
of the resulting chromatic aberration introduced by optical elements
downstream. A figure of merit for ion sources is the physical brightness
defined by:

B = I /(iT2a2r2V )
s s s s

where Is is the current output of the ion source,
a is the half divergence of the beam,
s
rg is the half spatial extent of the effective source

and V is the energy of the beam.

For microprobe applications it is desirable that the brightness of the ion
source be as large as possible. This enables small beam limiting diaphragms to
be used in the microprobe lens system, with a consequent improvement in
resolution from reduced divergence dependent aberrations. The R.F. ion source
was found to have a brightness of approximately 5 Amprad~2m~2V~^ with an output
current of typically 10 yA. With the R.F. ion source installed on the test
bench numerous changes were made to the source geometry in an attempt to
improve the brightness. However no dramatic improvement was observed.

It was known that a field ionization ion source (3) had the potential to
provide a beam of extremely high brightness. These sources have a very small
emitter with a small radius tip biased at a high voltage immersed in hydrogen
gas (see figure 2). Field ionization occurs at the tip which provides a virtual
source of protons with very small r . Consequently the brightness is large. A
prototype of such an ion source was designed and constructed (4). The
experimental properties of the prototype field ionization ion source were
investigated on the test bench. It was found that the ion source produced a
brightness of 1Q-1 Amprad~2m~2V~1. The energy stability was calculated to be
approximately 4 eV. This represents a significant improvement over the R.F. ion
source, however the maximum beam current that could be obtained from the source
was 21 nA. This is more than adequate for use in a microprobe. On an
accelerator dedicated to microprobe use, such an ion source may have practical
application.

3. The Accelerator

The Pelletron accelerator may be considered to be essentially a three lens
system. The first lens in the Pelletron system is the emitter lens that conveys
the beam from the ion source to the acceleration sections and the second lens
is the acceleration sections themselves. The final lens is the energy analysing
magnet. Ideally the system would produce a demagnified image of the accelerated
beam from the ion source at the entrance of the microprobe beam line that is
free from aberrations. The first order properies of the acceleration sections
and the energy analysing magnet have been investigated, but most work has been
done on the emitter lens.

Best use can be made of a high brightness ion source by highly magnifying
the beam with the emitter lens. This has the advantage of reducing the
divergence dependent aberrations of the acceleration sections, and can also be
expected to reduce the effect of transverse vibrations of the accelerator which
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can degrade the resolution of the microprobe.

The emitter lens consists of several annular electrodes. Such lenses may
be studied by finding the potential distribution within the lens and then
tracing rays through the lens system to determine the characteristics of the
image.

The electrostatic potential distribution obeys Laplaces equation.
Analytical solutions for practical lenses are difficult to obtain, but a number
of numerical techniques have been developed (5). A computer program developed
by Munro (6) has been applied to the present emitter lens. In this program, the
lens is divided into a variable sized mesh. The size of the mesh depends on the
local complexity of the lens geometry. The potential is then calculated at all
points on the mesh from specified boundary conditions using the finite element
method (7).

Once the equipotentials are known within the lens paraxial ray
trajectories may be calculated by integration of a paraxial ray equation. The
aberrations of the lens may then be calculated from standard integrals of
Scherzer (8). The result of applying this proceedure to a three element lens is
shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3: Equipotentials and raytraces
through a 3-element emitter lens
from the ion source aperture (left)
to the acceleration sections (right),

Heavy lines: Electrodes
Light lines: Equipotentials
Dashed lines: Raytraces

The present emitter lens system in the pelletron accelerator consists of a
4-element (zoom) lens which may be used to focus the beam from the exit
aperture of the ion source onto the velocity selector aperture which forms the
entrance to the accleration sections. The 4-element lens has the advantage that
it has many degrees of freedom which permits the focus to be achieved for a
wide range of ion source parameters, the optimum ion source parameters having
been selected to maximise the beam current provided by the ion source.

It is desirable for the Pelletron three lens system to have the greatest
possible demagnification magnitude so that the smallest possible demagnified
image of the ion source is presented at the object diaphragm of the microprobe
beam line with the consequence that the most beam current enters the beam line.
Since the demagnifications of the two major components of the Pelletron system,
the acceleration sections and the energy analysing magnet, are fixed it would
be desirable to operate the emitter lens so that it had a long focal length in
which case the overall system demagnification would be large. However it was
found that the chromatic and spherical aberration of the 4-element lens
increase with focal length. This problem would be compounded because the
proposed field ionization ion source produces a beam of large divergence which
would make these divergence dependent aberrations dominant. Therefore the
emitter lens should be operated with a short focal length which was found to
offer the best compromise between aberrations and demagnification.
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The present 4-element lens is relatively weak owing to the large electrode
bore radius and hence short focal lengths are difficult to obtain because of
the large electrode voltages required. To overcome this problem an alternative
emitter lens that consists of 3 elements is under investigation. This lens is
based on a design of Orloff and Swanson (9) and has particulary low aberrations
which may make operation with a long focal length feasible.

The lens is particularly suitable for use with a field ionization ion
source because it can focus 10 kev ions from the ion source with readily
attainable electrode voltages.

4. Microprobe Beam Line

The resolution of the microprobe is determined by the first order
demagnified image of the object diaphragm together with the divergence
dependent aberrations. The divergence dependent aberrations are limited by the
aperture diaphragm. At the expense of degrading the resolution, more beam
current could be provided on target by opening the object diaphragm or the
aperture diaphragm. The decrease in resolution caused by opening the object
diaphragm could be avoided by moving the probe forming lens system closer to
the target to increase the demagnification magnitude. However the lens system
already operates at the closest possible distance to the target that still
allows room for the scan coils and the Si (Li) detector used to detect the
induced x-rays. An alternative approach is to open the aperture diaphragm and
correct the divergence dependent aberrations which then become significant.

The most significant divergence dependent aberrations in a microprobe lens
system are: (i) chromatic aberration, (ii) parasitic aberration (from
mechanical misalignments) and (iii) spherical aberration. In principle
chromatic aberration can be minimised by improvement in the accelerator energy
stabilisation,, although it is also possible to design combined
magnetic/electrostatic lenses that are insensitive to beam energy variations
(10). In principle parasitic aberration can be reduced by careful construction
and alignment of the lens system. Spherical aberration, which depends on the
cube of the beam divergence (unlike the chromatic aberration which depends
linearly on the beam divergence) can only be reduced by octupole corrector
lenses inserted into the quadrupole lens system.

The divergence dependent aberrations of the MP lens system have been
studied with the grid shadow method (11), (12). This method has previously been
extensively applied to electron lens systems. The method involved placing a
fine grid (period 12.5 urn) in the image plane of the lens system and
observation of the shadow pattern cast onto a screen downstream (see figure 4).
This method is much more sensitive than direct visual observation of the image.
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Fig. 4: The experimental setup used
to apply the grid shadow method for
the study of aberrations in the MP
system. The target was a fine grid
of period 12.7 urn. The scintillations
caused by the shadow patterns were
observed on the rear window of the
target chamber.
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Techniques have been developed to calculate the grid shadow patterns
expected for single quadrupole systems which suffer from any type of
aberration. Figure 5 shows calculated grid shadow patterns for thr- HP
quadrupoles as well as two typical experimental grid shadow patterns.
Comparison of the experimental and theoretical patterns reveal that the
quadrupoles suffer from parasitic sextupole aberration. The parasitic
aberration is probably due to mechanical misalignments and the grid shadow
pattern could be used as a guide while adjustments to the lens geometry are
made to eliminate the parasitic aberration.

The grid shadow method can also be applied to the quadruplet. Some
theoretical and experimental patterns are shown in figure 6. The experimental
patterns show curved grid bar shadows resulting from the spherical aberration
of the quadrupole lens system. The experimental patterns also show distortion
owing to the parasitic sextupole aberration previously observed in the single
quadrupole systems, however most of the pattern is in good qualitative
agreement with the theoretical patterns which were calculated with the
assumption that the quadrupoles suffered from only spherical aberration.

Three octupole lenses were designed and built with the aim of correcting
the spherical aberration of the quadrupole quadruplet. Attempts to use the
three octupoles to correct all spherical aberration of the quadrupole
quadruplet have so far not been successful owing to the presence of the
parasitic sextupole aberrations in the quadrupoles as well as limitations in
the experimental arrangement that have prevented the octupoles from being
accurately aligned with the axis of the quadruplet. However preliminary results
show that a single octupole can be used to correct most of the spherical
aberration as is shown by the experimental grid shadow pattern in figure 7. In
this case complete correction of spherical aberration is attained when the grid
shadow pattern resembles an undistorted grid, figure 7C. Remaining distortion
is due to fifth order aberration.

No aberration Lens defocus Sextupole Skew sextupole Octupole

Fig. 5: Theoretical grid shadow patterns for a single quadrupole showing the
effect of parasitic superimposed multipoles. The grid was assumed to be rotated
slightly relative to the line image of the quadrupole.

(right) Experimental grid shadow
patterns of two quadrupoles in the
MP system. From a comparison with
the theoretical patterns the
quadrupoles can be seen to suffer
from small amounts of parasitic
sextupole and skew sextupole
aberration.
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5. Conclusion

Before any of the results from the three main study areas can be applied
to the microprobe on a routine basis more work is required. However, if
resolution of the microprobe is to be improved to below 0.5 pm with useful beam
current for PIXE work, then at least one or more of the improvements discussed
here will need to be made to the existing system.
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Fig. 6: Experimental and theoretical
grid shadow patterns of the MP system.
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